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The object of this paper is to investigate finitely generated modules and 
injective modules over fully bounded Noetherian rings. Our main results on 
f.g. modules (Theorems 3.1 and 3.3) provide an analog of the Jordan-Holder 
Theorem and seem to be new even for commutative Noetherian rings. They 
imply the validity of Jacobson’s conjecture for fully bounded Noetherian 
rings. The main result on injectives (Theor-em 5.3) describes f.g. submodules 
of an indecomposible injective and shows how it can be built from inde- 
composible injectives over certain Artinian rings. 
INTRODUCTION 
A right Noetherian ring is right bounded if every essential right ideal of it 
contains a nonzero twosided ideal. A riglzt FEN-ring R (short for right fully 
bounded right Noetherian ring) is a right Noetherian ring such that R/p is 
right bounded for every prime ideal p. The investigation of injective right 
modules over right FBN-rings initiated by Gabriel [I] and continued by 
others [3, 13, 141 has culminated in the following result: A right Noetherian 
ring is right FBN iff every indecomposible right injective is uniquely deter- 
mined by its assassinator. 
A FBfV-rizzg (short for fully bounded Noetherian ring) is a left and right 
FBN-ring. Trivially, commutative Noetherian rings and finite algebras over 
them are FBN-rings. More generally, it is known [17] that a Noetherian ring 
is FBN if it satisfies a polynomial identity which is not trivialized while 
passing to a prime factor ring. Bounded prime Noetherian rings of Kruil 
dimension one provide another interesting class of FBN-rings. 
An important tool in our investigation of FBN-rings is the notion of Krull 
dimension in the sense of Rentschler and Gabriel [18]. All the results that we 
need concerning semiprime Noetherian rings and Krull dimension are stated 
in Section 1. In Section 2, we obtain a useful characterization of f. g. critical 
modules over FBN-rings. In Section 3, we introduce the notion of a’ basic 
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series of a f.g. module over a FBN-ring and, following Jordan-Holder 
Theorem, prove various uniqueness assertions about it. A noteworthy 
corollary (3.6) is the following: Over a FBN-ring, every f.g. module with 
essential socle has a composition series. This immediately implies the validity 
of Jacobson’s conjecture for FBN-rings. Another concept introduced in 
Section 3 is that of a smooth module. In Section 4, we introduce the ol-socle 
series of a module which generalizes the usual socle series and use it to 
characterize smooth modules. Section 5 is devoted to injectives. The first 
half of our main result shows that an indecomposible injective E over a 
FBN-ring has to be smooth; the later half shows how E can be built from 
indecomposable injectives over appropriate Artinian rings. 
Our results on injectives generalize a portion of the wellknown work of 
Matlis [16] on injective modules over commutative Noetherian rings. 
Specialized to finite algebras over commutative Noetherian rings, some of our 
results resemble a result of Gabriel; see Proposition 12, Chapter V of [l]. 
The validity of Jacobson’s conjecture for finite algebras was noted indepen- 
dently by Procesi and Small [20]; it is also an immediate consequence of an 
earlier result of Gabriel (cf. Corollary to Proposition 12, Chapter V of [l]). 
Corollary 3.6 and Theorem 3.7 of this paper were announced in [9]. 
All rings and modules are assumed to be unitary. Unless specified otherwise, 
our modules are right modules. As usual, f.g. stands for “finitely generated.” 
If MR is a module and a is a subset of R then ann,ilg = {r E R / Mr = 0} 
and annM a = {X E M / xa = 01. The R-injective hull of M is denoted as 
E,(M). Most of the time, our rings are assumed to be (at least right) Noetherian 
although some of the subsidiary results can be proved with less stringent 
hypothesis. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
For the sake of convenience, we gather some information concerning 
modules over semiprime Noetherian rings which will be repeatedly used, 
sometimes without explicit mention. We assume familiarity with the basic 
results in the theory of semiprime Noetherian rings. These can be found in [2]. 
Recall that the singular submodule Mv of a module ilrf, consists of all 
x E M for which {r E R 1 .m = 0} is an essential right ideal of R. A module ill, 
is singular resp. nonsingular if ill v = ilf resp. MV = (0). If M is a module 
over a semiprime right Noetherian ring R then it is wellknown that MO 
consists of all x E M such that xc = 0 for some regular c in R. 
We recall that two modules are subisomorphic if each has a monomorphism 
into the other one. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Let lU be a flzodule over a semiprime riglzt Noetherian 
ring R. Then the following assertions hold: 
(a) If M is uniform then it is eitker singular or nonsingular. 
(b) If 112 is f.g. uniform and nonsingular and if R is left Noetherian too 
then M is isomorphic with a right ideal of R. 
(c) If nf is f.g. singular and if R is prime and rigAt bounded tlzen 
iliI is unfaitlzful. 
(d) If R is prime then any two uniform right ideals of R are subzko~norphic. 
Proof. Suppose M is uniform and Mv # (0). Then Mv is essential in A% 
So, il!l/Mv is singular. Thus, given any x E M, we have a regular c in R 
such that NC E Mv and then a regular d in R such that xcd = 0. Hence 
M = Mv which proves (a). For (b), we notice that M C Rlpnj by Theorem 5.2 
of [15]. Due to the uniformity of M and nonsingularity of RF), at least one 
of the coordinate maps Rcn) + R has to be mono on M. Part (c) is easy 
(cf. Lemma 3.1 of [S]) and part (d) is immediate from the proof of Lemma 3 
in [4]. ( 
We now turn to Krull dimension in the sense of Rentschler and Gabriel [lg]. 
Let (X, >) be a nonempty partially ordered set. The Krull dimension of X, 
denoted as K(X), is an ordinal defined by transfinite recursion as follows: 
If X is a singleton set then K(X) = -1; if 01 is an ordinal and if K(X) C: 01 then 
x(X) = 01 provided, for every chain x,, > x’i > .. . > s, > ... of elements of 
X, there exists a nonnegative integer q, such that K([Xn , xn+J) < 01 for ail 
n > n, . Here, as usual, [x.~ , x n+l] denotes the set {x E X j s, > n’ > &~,+d. 
with induced partial order. 
If Ms is a module, the Krull dimension of M, K(M), is the Krull dimension 
of the set of ail R-submodules of M with the usual partial order. Thus 
h.(M) = .- 1 iff &I = (0) and K(M) = 0 iff M is a nonzero Artinian module. 
The Krull dimension of the right R-module R is called the Krull dimension 
of the ring R and is denoted as K(R). Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we 
shall use only the right side of a ring or a bimodule to measure its Krull 
dimension. It may be worthwhile to note that an arbitrary module or a ring 
need not have Krull dimension in the above sense. For detailed information 
concerning modules and rings which have Krull dimension, me refer to [3, 12]. 
The few elementary facts that we need are stated below. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. (a) Every 1Voetherian module Jzas Krull dinzension. 
(b) If N is a submodule of a Noetherian module M then K(M) = 
SUp{K(&f/jlv), K(N)}. 
Proof. See Proposition 6 and Lemma 7 of [12]. m 
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COROLLARY 1.3. Let R be a Cght Noetherian ring. Then K(R) = 
SUp{K(df) / &I a f.g. R-module). If a, b are ideals of R then K(R/ab) = 
suP{‘dR/a), ‘@/b)}- 
Proof. For the second part, observe that K(R/ab) < SUP{K(R/U, K(a/ab)]. 1 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let A4 be a f.g. module ovey a prime right Noetherian 
&g R. Then I < K(R) z# ll/I is singular. 
Proof. Let V be a uniform right ideal of R. Using the finiteness of the 
right uniform dimension of R and 1.1(d), we obtain a finite set Iv1 ,..., I& 
of uniform right ideals of R such that each Ivi g Pr and x { Iyi: 1 < i < n> 
is direct as well as essential in R. So, C {lYf: 1 < i < n} contains a regular 
element of R which makes it subisomorphic with R. It follows from 1.2 that 
K(l/‘) = K(R). 
Now assume that Mv f M. So, we have x in M such that ,&a(.~) is inessen- 
tial in R. We can choose a uniform right ideal Vof R such that 51 n da(x) = (0). 
So, lb! contains a copy of v, The conclusion of the above paragraph yields 
K(nf) 4: K(R). (In fact, K(M) = K(R).) 
Let M be f.g. and singular. It is immediate from 1.2 (b) that M must 
contain a cyclic submodule N with K(M) = K(N). Let c be a regular element 
of R which annihilates a generator of the cyclic module N. Then N is a 
homomorphic image of R/CR so that K(N) < K(R/cR). Since the chain 
(c”R: n > 0} is such that c”R/c”+lR g R/CR for all 12 > 0 therefore 
K(R/cR) < K(R). Hence K(M) < K(R). 1 
Let CY be an ordinal. We recall that a nonzero module ilfR is an ol-critical 
module if K(M) = 01 and K(M/N) < 01 for every nonzero submodule N of M. 
A module is critical if it is a-critical for some ordinal 01. It is clear from 1.2 
that every nonzero submodule of an a-critical module is a-critical. It is also 
clear that a critical module is necessarily uniform. Notice that simple modules 
are precisely the zero critical modules. 
A nonzero module MR is called a prime module if ann M = ann N for 
every nonzero submodule N of M. If n/r, is a prime module then so is every 
submodule of M. Further, ann M is a prime ideal of R. 
In the context of Krull dimension, critical prime modules are of proven 
worth, cf. [3]. The following proposition (essentially proved in [3]) provides 
us an ample supply of such modules. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Any norzzero module &I wver a riglt Noetherian ring R 
contains a f.g. critical prime sublrwdule. 
Proof. Choose a nonzero f.g. submodule N of df such that K(N) is least 
possible. Among nonzero submodules of N, choose L such that annL is 
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maximum possible. Evidently, L is a f.g. prime module. If L does not contain 
any K(L)-critical submodule then inductively we can construct an infinite 
chain L =L,3 . ..3L.3 ... of submodules such that K(L.,,/L,,.,) “K(L) 
for all 7~ > 0. This is absurd. m 
2. CRITICAL MODULES 
We begin with some results on the Krull dimension of f.g. modules over 
FBN-rings. 
LEMMS 2.1. If M is a f.g. faithful right module over a Tight FBN-ring R 
then K(M) = K(R). 
Proof. A repeated application of 1.5 provides us a chain (0) == 
A!&, C $1, C ... C M, = M of submodules of M such that MJlVr,-, is a 
f.g. critical prime module for i < i < n. Evidently, the annihilator pi of 
Mi/Mi-, is a prime ideal of R and MijMi-i is f.g. uniform and faithful as a 
module over R/p,. So, by 1.1(a) and (c), MJM+, is nonsingular over 
R/p, . Using 1.3 and 1.4 we have K(l%ffjL!i&l) = K(R,$,), 1 < i < ~1. Since 
pnpnel ... p1 _C ann M = (0), a repeated use of 1.2 and 1.3 yields K(R) = 
sup(~(R/pJ: 1 ,< i < ?Z} = SUp(K(h!f&i’&_,): 1 < i < I’Z} = K(nl). 1 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a Fight FBN-ring, S be afa arbitrary ring and Jl/r, 
be a (S, R)-bomidule which is f.g. as a right R-module. Then the Krull dimension 
of the partial~~l ordered set of all (S, R)-bisubmodale of M is K(M). 
Proof. Let & be the class of all those (S, R)-bimodules which are f.g. 
as right R-modules. If M E ~ai then, by 1.2, it has Krull dimension as a right 
R-module which we shall denote, as usual, by K(M). The partially ordered 
set of all (S, R)-bisubmodules of M, being a subset of a partially ordered set 
with Krull dimension, has Krull dimension too; this ordinal we shall denote 
as p(M). Trivially, p(M) < K(fif) and the assertion of the lemma is that 
y(M) = K(M) for all ME J&Y. 
The lemma trivially holds if p(M) = - 1. Suppose k’ contains a bimodule 
M such that -1 < p(M) < K(M). After a minor adjustment, we may 
assume that the lemma holds for all L E J&’ for which p(L) < p(M). To finish 
the proof, all we have to do is show that the above set up leads to a contra- 
diction. 
Set CY. = p(M). Let Jf/‘ be the set of all the right R-submodules N of 161 
for which IC(M/N) 4: 01. Since JV is nonempty, it has a maximal member, 
say N1 . Assume for a moment that K(A?~/~~) > 01. Then there exists a chain 
(Hi: i f Z+) such that N1 c n {Hi: i E Z+> and K(H,/H,+,) 4 01 for an infinite 
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number of subscripts i; so K(M/HJ Q: a: for @U/H,) Q a: for some Hi 2 Nr , 
contrary to our choice of Nr . It follows that rc(M/N,) = 01. 
Let a be the annihilator of the right R-module M/N, and set M1 = Ma. 
Clearly, M/N, and M/M1 are f.g. and faithful as right modules over R/a. 
Since K(&f/N,) = 01, it follows from 2.1 that ~(nI/&lr) = a. Since fllr E A, 
our choice of M forces t((M/Mr) = 01. Now, we know that IC(M/M~) = 
iy. < K(M). Thus, we have K(MJ > a. Since it is clear that ~(1+1r,) < p(M) = a, 
our choice of M forces p(&Zr) = 01. To sum up, we have a proper (S, R)- 
bisubmodule M1 of M such that p(M/Mr) = p(M,) = a: < K(l&). 
Repeating the above argument with Mr in place of M etc., we obtain a 
chain ll4 = M,, 1 Mr 3 ... 1 Mn > ... of (8, RR)-bisubmodules of M such 
that ~(MJM~,_,) = a for all i E Z+. However no such chain is supposed to 
exist in M. Contradiction. 1 
As an immediate corollary of 2.2, we obtain the known result that, for a 
FBN-ring R, K(R) is also the left Krull dimension of R. The following result, 
although in the same vein, is new. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let R, S be FBN-rings. If there exists a (S, R)-bimodule 
which is f.g. andfaithfulfrom left as well as right then K(R) = K(S). 
Proof. Immediate from 2.1 and 2.2. 1 
A scrutiny of the proofs of our main results will reveal the importance of 
the information contained in the following lemma. We note that its conclusion 
is false for right FNB-rings. See comments at the end of Section 3. 
MAIN LEMMA 2.4. Let p, q be prime ideals in a FBN-ring R. Let M be a 
f.g. uniform R-module with a nonzeroproper submodule Nsuch that p =: arms N, 
N = arm,,, p, Mq C N and M/N is nonsingular as a module over R/q. Then 
‘@/P) = ‘@/d. 
Proof. A bit of normalization first. It is clear that N is a f.g. uniform 
faithful module over the prime FBN-ring R/p; so it is nonsingular over R/p 
by 1.1(a) and (c). It follows that every nonzero submodule of N is nonsingular 
and so faithful over RR/p. One can now easily verify that if M’ is a submodule 
of M which is not annihilated by p then arm,,’ p = N n M’ is a nonzero 
proper submodule of M’, p = ann,(N n AT), AJ’q _C N n M’, AT/N n Al 
is nonsingular as a module over R/q and annR ilr 2 annR M. Thus, after 
changing notation if necessary, we may assume that annR M = annR 171’ for 
all those submodules A/’ of A$ which are not annihilated by p. 
Set a = annR M. Assume for a moment that a = q n p. Since M is 
uniform and Alp f (0), we have Mp n N # (0) = (Afp n N)q. As already 
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seen, Mp n iV is faithful over R/p. So, q C_ p and a = q. We now see that M 
is a f.g. uniform faithful module over the prime FBN-ring R/q; so, as above, 
A: is faithful over R/q. This yields p = q = a; so IMp = (0), contrary to our 
assumption. We have thus shown that qp C a $ q n p. 
Let I3 = (q n p)/a. Clearly, B is a R-bimodule which is f.g. from either 
side and qB = (0) = Bp. Let c (resp. b) be the annihilator of B as a right 
(resp. left) R-module. Evidently, p C c and q C b. We proceed to show that, 
in fact, p =L- c and q = b. 
Trivially, (q n p)c C a; so, M(q n p)c = (0). Since M(q n p) is nonzero 
therefore M(q n p) n N is also nonzero. As shown in the first paragraph, 
M(q n p) n N is faithful over R/p. This yields p = c. Trivially, Mb(q C-I p) = 
(0). If Mb g N then the normalization made in the first paragraph forces 
a = ann Mb > q n p which we have already shown to be impossibie. 
Hence (M/N)b = (0) which yields q = b. 
We have thus shown that B is a (R/q, R/p)-bimodule which is f.g. and 
faithful from either side. Theorem 2.3 shows that K(R/~) = K(R/q). i 
Recall that a module is compressible if it has a monomorphism into each of 
its nonzero submodules. 
We are now ready to characterize f.g. critical modules over FBN-rings. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let M be a nonxe-ro f.g. module oaer a FBN-rilzg R. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) M is a critical module. 
(2) M is a compressible module. 
(3) M is a un$orm prime module. 
(4) an+ M is a prime ideal of R and M is uniform and nonsifzgular as 
a module occw Rlann, M. 
(5) IUis uniform and contains aprinze submoduleL such thatrc(lv/L) <K(L). 
(6) Al is unijorm and contains a critical submodule L such that K(n/l!L) < 
K(L). 
Proof. (2) * (3) is trivial, (3) * (4) =+ (2) is trivial after 1.1, (4) * (1) 
is immediate from 1.1 and 1.4 and (1) 3 (5) is immediate from 1.5. 
(5) 3 (4). Since L is a prime module, its annihilator p is a prime ideal 
of R. Set N = annM p. Trivially, annR N = p so that N is a f.g. uniform 
faithful module over the prime FBN-ring R/p. By 1.1, M is nonsingular over 
R/p; so by 1.4, K(L) = K(R/P) = K(N). .tb sume for a moment that N + M. 
Then, using 1.5, we can choose a submodule W of M such that N $ W and 
W/N is a critical prime module. Let q = ann,(W/iS). Then q is a prime 
481/30/183-S 
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ideal of R and W/N is nonsingular over R/q. Since L C N, it follows that 
~(Rlp) > (M/L) > @v/N) = K(R/q), contradicting the main lemma. 
Hence M = N which shows that A[ satisfies condition (4). 
We have thus established the equivalence of the first five conditions. That 
(5) o (6) is immediate in view of the equivalence of (1) and (3). This 
completes the proof. 1 
The equivalence of conditions (l), (4) and (6) will be frequently used in 
in the next section. 
3. ANALOG OF JORDAN-HOLDER THEOREM 
A few definitions are needed before we can state our analog of the Jordan- 
Holder Theorem. Let M be a f.g. module over a FBN-ring. A nonzero 
submodule B of M will be called a basic submodule of M if B is maximal 
among the a-critical submodules of M where 01 is the least possible Krull 
dimension of a nonzero submodule of M. A basic series of Ad is a chain 
(0) =B,CB,C...CB, =M 
of submodules of M where BJB,-, is a basic submodule of M/Bi-, for 
1 < i < n; the integer n is its length. Two basic series {Ai: 0 < i < I) and 
(Bi: 0 < i < n} of M are said to be equivalent if 1 = n and if there exists a 
permutation r on { 1,. . , n> such that A,/&, is subisomorphic with B,(i)/B,(i~-l 
for 1 < i < n. This defines an equivalence relation on the set of all basic 
series of M, As usual, the basic series of M is empty of M = (0). It is clear 
that if M has d.c.c. as well as a.c.c. then a basic series of lid is a composition 
series of M and conversely. 
We can now state our analog of the Jordan-Holder theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M be a f.g. module over a FBN-ring R. Then M has 
at least one basic series and any two basic series of M are equivalent. 
Theorem 3.4 contains some more information about the basic series which 
has no counterpart in the Jordan-Holder theorem. We need more information 
about basic submodules before we can prove Theorem 3.1. In the following 
two lemmas, M is a f.g. module over a FBN-ring R. 
LEMMA 3.2. If L is a submodule of M which properly contains a basic 
submodule B of 171 theu K(B) < K(L/B). 
Proof. If possible, let L be a submodule of M and B be a basic submodule 
of M such that B $ L and K(L/B) < K(B). If L contains a nonzero submodule 
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I;’ such that L’ n B = (0) then L’ is isomorphic with a submodule of L/B. 
This yields K(L’) < K(B), which is impossible. Thus B is essential in L. 
Since B is uniform, we now see that 15 is uniform. Theorem 2.5 shows that L 
is critical. It is easily seen that K(L) = K(B). Now, we have a contradiction 
with the maximality of B among critical submodules of M of lowest Krull 
dimension. 
The following lemma is the crucial part of the proof of Theorem 3.!. 
LEMUX 3.3. Let d and B be distinct basic submodules of M with annihilators 
p and q respectively. Let N be a submodule of Al chosen maximally subject to 
the folIozGg restriction: A + B is essential in N alld N(p (7 Q) = (0). Therm 
.=I n B = (0) and N//i (resp. N/B) is a basic submodule of M/A (sesp. M@) 
which is subisomorphic z&h B (resp. A). 
Proof. It is immediate from 2.1 and 2.5 that p and Q are prime ideals of R 
and rc(R/p) = K(A) = K(B) = K(R/q). W e shall denote this ordinal by CI. 
Lemma 3.2 shows that the Krull dimension of any nonzero submodule of 
M/A or M/B cannot be smaller than 01. 
Assume for a moment that A n B f (0). Then ~(~4 + B/A s B) < a: 
since A and B are a-critical modules. It is straightforward to see that B + B 
satisfies condition (6) of Theorem 2.5. So A + B is ol-critical which forces 
-4 = B, contrary to our assumption. Hence, we have -4 n B = (0). 
The following two sublemmas are needed to show that _V/S and NIB are 
a-critical modules. 
%JBLEMMA 1. K(N/(A + B)) < 01. 
Aoof. Let p and q denote the images of p and q in K = R/p n q. As seen 
in the first paragraph, K(R/~) = IC(R/~) = 01. Using 1.4, we see that either 
F = q or j!! and q are incomparable. Thus, from (0) = ji n q, we can conclude 
that jj and ij are the only minimal prime ideals of the semiprime FBN-ring R. 
From (2.17) of [2], it follows that a module over R/p (resp. R/q) is singular 
over R,@ (resp. &!,kj) if it is singular over R. 
We now consider the module N/(.4 + B). Clearly, N and d + B are 
8-modules. Since _4 + B is essential in N therefore N,‘(ia + B) is singular 
over R. A repeated application of 1.5 provides a chain 0 = D, C D, C.. C & = 
Iv/(4 + B) of submodules of N/(A + B) such that D,/Di-, is a critical prime 
singular R-module for 1 < i < n. Since annR(D,/Di_.i) = iii is a prime ideal 
of R, either p C 5, or q L i&. If p C sii (resp. q c i!ii) then, as seen above, 
DI/Di-, is a f.g. singular module over R/p (resp. @). In either case, 1.4 
shows. that K(D~/D~-,) < 01 for 1 < i < IZ. Now a repeated application of 1.2 
suffices to finish the proof. 
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SUBLEMMA 2. (A + B)/A is essential in N/9 and (A + B)/B is essential 
in N/B. 
Proof. Let F be a submodule of N such that (A + B) n F = A. Since A, 
B are uniform and A n B = 0 therefore the uniform dimension of A + B 
is two. Consequently, the uniform dimension of N is also two. Since B CT F = 
(0), we conclude that F is uniform. Since F/A is isomorphic with a submodule 
of N/(A + B), using Sublemma 1, we have K(F/B) < 01. Theorem 2.5 now 
shows thatF is a-critical; soF = A. This proves the first half of the sublemma. 
A similar argument proves the other half. 
It is immediate from Theorem 2.5 and Sublemmas I,2 that N/A (resp. N/B) 
is a f.g. critical compressible module and contains a submodule isomorphic 
with B (resp. A). Hence N/A (resp. N/B) . IS a-critical and subisomorphic 
with B (resp. A). 
We now assume that N/A is not maximal among a-critical submodules of 
M/A and show that our choice of N is contradicted. Combined with what has 
been proved so far, this will show that N/A is a basic submodule of M/A and 
subisomorphic with B. Since a similar argument handles N/B, the proof of 
the lemma will be complete. 
Our temporary assumption provides us a submodule X of M such that 
N ,C X and X/4 is a-critical. To obtain the promised contradiction with the 
choice of N, we propose to show that A + B is essential in X and X(p n q) = 
(0). 
That A + B is essential in Xis easily seen; just observe that X/A is uniform 
and so an essential extension of its nonzero submodule (A + B)/A. 
To show that X(p n q) = (0), it is clearly enough to show that Xq _C A 
and Xp _C B. Since X/A is f.g. critical, it is compressible by 2.5; so, it is 
subisomorphic with B. This yields Xq C A. To show that Xp C B, we need 
the following two sublemmas. 
SUBLEMMA 3. K(X/N) < a. 
Proof. X/N is a proper homomorphic image of the a-critical module X/A. 
SUBLEMMA 4. (A + B)/B is essential in X/B. 
Proof, If possible, let Y be a submodule of X such that B $ Y and 
(A + B) n Y = B. Since A, B are uniform with 4 n B = (0) and since 
A + B is essential in X, it follows that the uniform dimension of X is two. 
From A n Y = (0), we now conclude that Y is a uniform module. From 
Sublemma 2, it is clear that (N/B) n (Y/B) = (0); so, Y/B is isomorphic 
with a submodule of X/N; therefore, by Sublemma 3, K(Y/B) < a. Theorem 
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2.5 now shows that Y = B, contrary to our choice of Y. This proves the 
sublemma. 
Now consider the module X/B. From Sublemma 4, we see that X/B is an 
essential extension of its a-critical submodule N/B and from Sublemma 3, 
we see that K((X/B)/(N/B)) < 01. Using Theorem 2.5, we conclude that X/B 
is subisomorphic with A. Hence Xn c B. As already indicated, this completes 
the proof of the lemma. 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. That M has at least one basic series is immediate 
from 1.5. For any f.g. H-module MiT? let Z(M) denote the least possible length 
of a basic series of M. We shall use an induction on I(M) to prove the unique- 
ness part of the theorem. 
If Z(M) = 0 then M = (0) and the uniqueness assertion is trivially true. 
Let Z(M) = n > 0. So, M has at least one basic series of length n, say 
(0) = A, c A, c ... c -4, = nf. (4 
Clearly, Z(M/Al) = n - 1. Using the induction hypothesis, it follows that any 
basic series of M whose first term is A, is equivalent with the basic series (A). 
Now, let 
(0) =B,CBIC...CB, =A2 @I 
be an arbitrary basic series of M. We proceed to show that (A) and (B) are 
equivalent. This is already proved in case A, = B, . Assume that L/2, f B, . 
Let N be a submodule of M chosen maximally subject to the following 
restriction: A, + B, is essential in N and N(ann A, n ann B,) := (0). From 
1.5 and 3.3, we see that the chain (0) C A, C N can be extended to a basic 
series of n4, say 
(O)Cd,CNCD,C...CD,=dk CD) 
As observed before, (A) and (D) are equivalent. In particular, k = zz. It is 
immediate from 3.3 that the chain 
is a basic series of M which is equivalent with (D). We can nom conclude that 
Z(M/B,) = TZ - 1; so, using the induction hypothesis, (D’) and (B) are 
equivalent. Hence (A) and (B) are equivalent. This completes the induction 
and concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1. i 
Remark. The above proof can be modified to obtain a quick (apparently 
new) proof of the Jordan-Holder theorem for modules. 
Let III be a f.g. module over a FBN-ring R. Thanks to Theorem 3.1, 
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the length Z(M) is unambiguously defined. Also, if {Bi: 0 < i < n} is a basic 
series of M then it is clear from 3.1 and 3.2 that the sequence {K(&/&): 
1 < i < z> is independent of the basic series used to define it. We shall call 
it the Km11 dimemion sequence of M. The following theorem provides some 
useful information about the Krull dimension sequence. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let M be a f.g. module over a FBN-ring R. 
(1) An ascending sequence (0) = B, C B, C ... C B, = M is a basic 
series of M #each B,IB,-, , 1 < i < n, is mitical and the sequence {K(B,/B,-,): 
1 < i < n} is nondecreasing. 
(2) The Km11 dimension sequence of M is a nondeueasing sequence with 
K(M) as Z(M)th term. kz ordinal 01 occurs in it z;fJ M contains an ol-critical 
submodule. 
Proof. We shall prove the ‘if’ part of the first statement by an induction 
on II. The assertion is trivial if n = 1. Let n > 1. Set 0~~ = K(B,/B,-,), 
1 < i < n. Due to the induction hypothesis, {BJB,: 1 < i < n} is a basic 
series of M/B, . If possible, let A be a p-critical submodule of M with 
B -==c 011. Then A n B, = (0) since B, is ol,-critical. So, M/B1 contains a 
p-critical submodule (viz., (A + BJB,) which is impossible since the basic 
submodule B,/B, of M/B1 has Krull dimension ol, > p. It follows that 01~ is 
the least possible Krull dimension of a nonzero submodule of M. Now, if B, 
is not a basic submodule of M then there must be an al-critical submodule C 
of M which properly contains B,; however, as above, this leads to a contra- 
diction since K(C/BJ < aI < a, . Hence, B, is a basic submodule of dd and 
so {Bi: 0 < i < n) is a basic series of M. This completes the induction on n. 
Now, let {Bi: 0 < i < n} be a basic series of M and 01~ = K(BJB~-,), 
I < i < n. That the sequence (01~: 1 < i < n> is nondecreasing is clear 
from 3.2 and that 01, = K(M) is easily obtained from 1.2. 
Let L be a critical submodule of M. If K(L) = 01~ , fine. Otherwise, 01~ < K(L) 
so B, n L = (0). Thus M/B1 contains an isomorphic image of L. Since the 
Krull dimension sequence of M/B, is (01~ ,..., a%), induction hypothesis 
yields K(L) = ai for some i. 
It remains to show that M contains an a,-critical submodule for 1 < i < n. 
This is trivial if n = 1. Let n > 1. Since any basic submodule of M is 
+-critical, we may as well concentrate on some ai > 01~ . Inductively, M/B, 
contains some oil-critical submodule, say Li . Let M = o-l(&) where 
0: M + M/B, is the canonical map. Set p = ann B, and q = ann Li . Using 
the arguments which are by now routine, we see that p, q are prime ideals 
of R, Li is nonsingular over R/q and 01~ = K(B,) = K(R/~) < ai = K(L~) = 
K(R/q). It follows that annmp = B, . The main Lemma 2.4 forces us to 
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conclude that M is not uniform. Thus the uniform submodule B, of M must 
be inessential in M. This provides a submodule Ai of g such that B, n Ai . 
Clearly, Ai is isomorphic with a submodule of the ori-critical module E, . 
Hence Ai is itself ol,-critical. This completes the induction and the proof. 
The utility of Theorem 3.4 will be clear presently. First, we have to 
introduce the notion of a smooth module. Let 01 be an ordinal and M be a 
(not necessarily f.g.) module over a FBN-ring. M is an ol-smooth module if 
every term in the Krull dimension sequence of every f.g. submodule of M 
is 01. A module M is smooth if it is a-smooth for some necessarily unique 
ordinal 0~. A nonzero submodule of an a-smooth module is trivially a-smooth. 
We now use 3.4 to show that the class of smooth modules is ample and stable. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be a FBN-rilzg. A f.g. R-module is a-smooth if3c 
every term in its Krull dilnemion sequence is 01. An essential extension of any 
a-smooth R-module is a-smooth. 
Proof. Let M be a f-g. R-module such that every term in its Krull 
dimension sequence is a. Then, by Theorem 3.4, any critical submodule of M 
has to be a-critical. Since the same holds for any submodule N of n;l, it 
follows from Theorem 3.4 that every term in the Krull dimension sequence 
of N is a. Thus M is or-smooth. The converse is trivial. 
Now let E be an essential extension of a (not necessarily f.g.) a-smooth 
module M and N be any f.g. submodule of E. Then M n A; is a-smooth and 
essential in N. As above, Theorem 3.4 allows us to conclude that every term 
in the Krull dimension sequence of N is a. Hence E is a-smooth. g 
COROLLARY 3.6. Over n FBN-ring, any f.g. module &th essential socle has 
a composition series. 1 
We now prove the validity of Jacobson’s conjecture for FBN-rings. 
THEOREM 3.7. If R is a FBN-ri?zg then n {J”(R): n EZ+) = (0). 
Proof. Let {Si: i E I} be a representative set of isomorphism classes of 
simple R-modules, It is wellknown [19] that the direct sum of the injective 
hulls ER(Si), i E I, is a faithful R-module and it is immediate from 3.6 that 
n {J”(R): n E Z+> annihilates each E(S,), i E 1. 1 
Remark. It is known that Jacobson’s conjecture is false for right FBN- 
rings. cf. [S, 6, 71. In this connection, we have constructed in [7] a local right 
principal ideal domain R in which every right ideal is twosided and, under 
reverse inclusion, the ideals form a well ordered set of type ma for a given 
ordinal 01. From this, one can immediately construct a cyclic essential exten- 
sion M of the simple right R-module S such that M/S f (0) = soc(M/S). 
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Does the conclusion of Corollary 3.6 hold over an arbitrary Noetherian 
ring ? The problem is open even for local Noetherian rings and is related with 
the AR-property, cf. [I 11. 
4. SOCLE SERIES AND SMOOTH MODULES 
It is easily seen that a module over a FBN-ring is O-smooth iff it is the 
union of its socle series. To obtain a similar result for a-smooth modules, 
we introduce the concept of the ol-socle series of a module. We shall need 
a few elementary facts concerning left exact radicals which can be found 
in [21]. 
Let R be an arbitrary ring and LY. be an ordinal. The left exact radical for 
mod-R generated by all p-critical right R-modules for all p < 01 will be 
denoted by pU. For a R-module M, we set CE(M) for the sum of all a-critical 
submodules of n/f. As usual, c(M) = (0) if M has no a-critical submodule. 
The a-socle series of M is the ascending series {sot,” hf: n > 0) of sub- 
modules of M defined inductively as follows: SOC,,~ h2 = p*(n); for n 3 0, 
socsl,+lhR/soc,na M = p”-closure of C3(M/socna M) in M/socnoL M. We shall 
usually denote socla M as soca hl. Note that the usual socle series of h4 is its 
0-socle series. If M is a module over a right Noetherian ring then it is 
immediate from 1.5 that p”(M) is the sum of all f.g. submodules N of M with 
K(N) < a. 
Critical modules have been used by Gordon and Robson [3] to define a 
socle series of a module. Our definition is inspired by (but different from) 
their definition. 
We now relate the ol-socle series of a module with that of a submodule. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let M be a right module oaer a right Noetherian Gng and 01 
be an ordinal such that socOa M = (0). Then, for every submodule N of h1, 
we have SOI? N = N n soca M. 
Proof. As a first step, we shall establish the lemma in two special 
cases. 
Case 1. Assume that SOP M = M. We can use Zorn’s lemma to obtain 
a submodule L of ill such that L n N = (0) and L + N is essential in M. 
Let K be an a-critical submodule of L + N. If K is neither contained in L 
nor contained in N then, using socOn M = (0), it is immediate that the images 
of K under the canonical projections of L @ N onto L and N are a-critical. 
It follows that CD;(L @ N) = C”(L) @ CO(N). 
Let E’ be an a-critical submodule of &I. Then V n (L + N) is a-critical 
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which yields (0) f v n (L + N) A I’ n CQ(L + N). Now, the module 
[V + C”(L + N)]/P(L + N) has Krull dimension strictly less than q 
being a module over a right Noetherian ring, this makes it a pa-torsion 
module. It is now easy to see that C”(M)/C”(L + N) is pa-torsion. The module 
M/P(M) is p*-torsion because of our assumption that SOP M = M. Thus 
M/C@ + N) is pa-torsion; so its submodule (L @ N)/c”(L @ N) is p”- 
torsion. Finally, since P(L @ N) = C&(L) @ C+V), it follows thatNIP 
is pm-torsion; i.e., sot” N = N. 
Case 2. Assume that sot” N = N. Evidently, P(N) C N n C”(M) and 
N/C&(N) isp”-torsion. So, [N + Ca(M)]/C~(M)~ hr/N n C”(M)ispa-torsion 
which yields N 2 SOP M. 
We can now finish the proof of the lemma. Clearly, C”(N) _C N n SOP M. 
Further, N n SOP M is p”-closed in N since N/N n SOP M is a submodule 
of the pm-torsionfree module il~f/soc~ M. Thus SOP N _C N n SOP M. For the 
other inclusion, note that socti(soca M) = SOP M, so, by Case 1: 
soca(N n SOI? M) = N n sot” M and, by Case 2, N n SOP M C SOP N. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let M be a right module over a right Noetherian ring. 
Thez, for every submodule N and every nonnegative integer n, zL’e have SOC,~ N = 
N n socc hf. 
Proofs The assertion is trivial if IZ = 0. Assume that n > 0 and that 
sot”,-r N = N n SOI.& M. Let TX ilf + M/soc”,-~ M be the canonical map, 
Then sot,,@ r(M) = (0) and a(N) = N/sect,-, N. Using 4.1, we have 
n(socna N) = sot,” N,‘soc*,, N = soc”(N/soc;,-, N) 
= SOCK n(N) = m(N) n SOP T+%I) 
= T(N) n .rr(~~~,a M) = n[(N + SOC;-~ M) n SOC,~ Mj 
= n(N n SOC,= M). 
It follows that socsa N = N n socc hf. This completes the induction on n 
and concludes the proof. 1 
Returning to FBN-rings, we tie the a-smoothness of a module with its 
a-socle series. 
THEOREM 4.3. A rzonzeyo module M over a FBN-Gzg is or-smooth iff 
socOa M = (0) and M = u {soc,~ M: n EZ+). 
Proof. Suppose socgx M = (0) and that M is the union of its a-socle 
series. Let L be a f.g. b-critical submodule of M. Evidently, ,8 >, (Y and 
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L _C sot,” M for some n EZ+. By 4.2, L = SOC,~ L. It follows that C=(L) f (0). 
So, DI = /3. It is now immediate from Theorem 3.4 that M is a-smooth. 
Conversely, let ill be a-smooth and N be any nonzero f.g. submodule of M. 
Since every term in the Krull dimension sequence of N is 01, it follows that 
socOaN = (0) and K(N) = a:. Since N has a.c.c., its ol-socle series stops at 
some stage, say nth. Consider the module N/socnu N. It cannot contain any 
,&critical module for /3 < 01, since SOC,~ N is pa-closed in N; it cannot contain 
any a-critical submodule by our choice of n and it cannot contain any 
y-critical submodule with y > a! since K(N) = 01. We conclude that it must 
be the zero module; i.e., N = SOC,~ N. Now, an application of 4.2 suffices 
to complete the proof. 1 
5. INJECTIVE MODULES 
In this section, we shall prove our main result on indecomposible injectives 
over FBN-rings. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let p1 ,..., pn be the minimal prime ideals of a semiprime 
FBN-ring R and M Be a nonsingular R-module. If there exists an ordinal 01 such 
that tc(R/pJ = 01 for 1 ,< i < n. then socOn M = (0) and soca M = M. 
Proof. Let N be a f.g. p-critical submodule of M. Then the annihilator p 
of N is a prime ideal of R and, from 1.1 and 1.4, we have rc(R/p) = /3. It is 
evident that pi C p for some i. If pi & p then N becomes singular over R/p, . 
Since every regular element of R/p, is the image of a regular element of R, 
cf. [lo], N becomes singular over R. Contradiction. Hence p = pi; so /3 = 01. 
We conclude that socOa M = (0) and that the sumL of all f.g. critical sub- 
modules of M is contained in P(M). From 1.5, it is clear that L and so P(M) 
is essential in M. Thus M/@(M) . 1s singular. As in the proof of Sublemma 1, 
it can be seen that the Krull dimension of any f.g. submodule of M/Ca(M) 
is strictly less than 01. So M/(?(M) is pa-torsion and SOP M = M. 1 
LEMMA 5.2. Let R be a FBN-ring, 01 be an ordinal and 5 be a semiprime 
ideal of R such that ~(Rlp) = 01 for each prime ideal p associated with 5. Let E 
be the injective hull of the r&ht R-module R/e and F be a submodule of E such 
that F = annz annR F and stPZ _C annR F C 5 for some m E Z+. Then Rlann F 
is an order in an Artinian ring 9. We can naturally consider F as a right s- 
module. As such, it is a faithful injective module and its socle series coincides with 
the ol-socle series of F as a R-module. 
Proof. Let pr ,,.., p, be the prime ideals of R associated with s. Set 
R = Rlann, F, B = sjannR F and 53, = pilann, F, 1 < i < n. Clearly, 
5 is the prime radical of R and p1 ,..., P,~ are the prime ideals of R associated 
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with 5. It is straightforward to check that F is the R-injective hull of the right 
R-module w/S and that FR is faithful. Theorem 4.3 and Lemma 5.1 imply 
that the right R-module a/% is a-smooth. Thus, by Theorem 3.5, FE is 
a-smooth. 
To show that R is an order in an Artinian ring, we have to examine the 
set %Z of all those elements c in R for which [C -k 51 is regular in R/g. Let 
c E ‘??. Assume for a moment that xc = 0 for some nonzero x EF. Let 
(&: 1 < i :< Z> be a basic series of x8 and p be the annihilator of BZ,/BIPI in 
R. Since& is a-smooth, B1/BI-, is f.g. and a-critical. Thus, p is a prime ideal 
of i? and K(R]@) = a. Since (0 pi)“’ 2 B, it follows that pi 5 $ for some i; so 
pi = lYj by 1.4. Now Theorem 2.5 shows that BE/BEP1 is nonsingular over 
R/pi; this is impossible since [F + pi] is a regular element of R&i,: , cf. 121, 
and annihilates the nonzero element [x + B,-,] of B,/B,-, . U’e conclude 
that every element of $9 acts as a nonzero divisor on FE . By Theorem 3.2 of 
ill], it follows that ‘+? is a right Ore set in R. If r E R and E E 59 with E = 0 
then FC = (0) which now yields Ff = 0. So, Y = 0 since FR is faithful. It 
follows from 1.26 of [2] that %? is a set of regular elements of R. We now use 
Small’s Theorem [2, 201 to conclude that $9 is a regular Ore set in R and the 
ring of quotients g of w w.r.t. v is Artinian. Theorem 2.3 of [ll] shows that 
-J(Q) = %$ and that F is the g-injective hull of the right @module Q/J@j. 
The module FD is faithful since FR is faithful. 
The following sublemma is needed to prove the assertion concerning socle 
series of F. 
Sublemma. For any right g-module M, socooL ME = (0) and soca MR = 
sot AI - 0’ 
PTOO~. If socOa ME # (0) then, using nilpotency to 5, we can obtain a 
nonzero submodule N of socOa &IR such that NT = (0). So, NQ = NJ@j= 
(0) which yields N c sot Air, . Since R/s is naturally an order in g/J(Q), 
it follows that N is nonsingular over w/S; so, by 5.1, socO* 1\T = (O), However, 
it is evident that socOn N = N; so, 1V = (O), contrary to our choice. Hence, 
soc*a Ail, = (0). 
Let 4’ be a. nonzero element of SOP AJR . We proceed to show that 3:s = (0). 
Firstly, note that JR = soc”(yE) by 4.2. Next, using the fact that the 
R-injective hull of JrR is a direct sum of a finite number of uniform injectives, 
we obtain a finite number of f.g. uniform R-modules Ii, ,-.., P’t such that JR 
is an essential submodule of @ (Iii: 1 < i < t). As in Case 1 of Lemma 4.1, 
it can be seen that soc”(&b’J = @ socavi. Since (uR) = socQ@ c soc~(@IiJ 
therefore we may assume without loss that 1;Ti = SOP ITi for 1 < i < t. As 
seen above, socOa A,~E = (0); so, socoa(yR) = (0) which yields SOC~~(@ P-;) = 
(0) sinceyR is essential in @ 17i . It follows that socOa Ii, = (0) for 1 < i < t. 
We now see that every critical submodule of T/‘< is a-critical. Using uniformity 
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of Vi and the first part of 3.3, it is clear that Vi has a unique maximal 01- 
critical submodule which must be P( Vi). Since K( V,/P( Q)) < 01, Theorem 
2.5 can be used to conclude that Vi is a-critical. So ann Vi is a prime ideal 
of ii. Since 5 is nilpotent, it follows that S C ann Vi for 1 < i < n. Con- 
sequently, yS = (0); so, ySQ = (0). Since SQ = J(p), we obtain SOP A/r, C 
sot M7,. 
For the other inclusion, note that sot MD is a nonsingular module over 
E/S. So, using 4.2 and 5.1, we have sot MD = socl~(soc MD), C socra iME . 
This proves the sublemma. 
An induction on the length of the socle series now suffices to show that, 
for every right Q-module M, the socle series of MD coincides with the a-socle 
series of ME . In particular, this holds for Fa . 1 
Recall that if 114 is a uniform module over a right Noetherian ring R then 
the assassinator of M, ass M, is the set of all those elements of R which 
annihilate a nonzero submodule of M. It is easily seen that ass M is a prime 
ideal of R. We are now in a position to prove our main result on injective 
modules over FBN-rings. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let R be a FBN-rin g, E be a uniform injktive R-module 
with assassinator p and let 01 and m respectively denote the Krull dimension and 
the unzform dimension of R/p. Then E is a-smooth, socOa E = (0) and E = 
(J (socna E: n EZ+]. Further, Ecrr) is isomorphic with the R-injective hull of the 
right R-module R/Q. 
Let SI be the set of all the annihilator ideals of nonxero fg. submodules of E 
and. for each a E &‘, let F, = anna a. Then E is the$ltered union of (F,: a E d>. 
For each a E-Q%, tlze ring R/a is an order in an Artinian ring Q, , F, can be 
naturally treated as a right Q,-module and, as such, it is a faithful indecomposible 
injective. The socle series of F, as a Q,-module coincides with the wsocle of F 
as a R-module. 
Proof. In view of 1.5, E has some f.g. critical prime submodule, say M. 
It is easily seen that E is the injective hull of M, arm M = ass E = Q and M 
is nonsingular as R/p module. Thus K(M) = rc(R/p) = E. Theorem 3.5 and 
4.3 show that E is a-smooth, socooL E = (0) and E = u (SOC,~ 2: n EZ+). 
Using 1.1, we can obtain an essential right ideal of R/Q which is isomorphic 
with &V. Thus Et”) is isomorphic with the R-injective hull of R/p. 
That E is a filtered union of the family (F,: a E &} is evident. Let a E &. 
Then, we have a nonzero f.g. submodule N of M such that a = armR iV. Let 
{&: 0 < i < I> be a basic series of N and pi = ann,(&/B,-,), 1 < i ,< 1. 
Since E is or-smooth, it follows from 1.4 and 2.5 that Qi is a prime ideal of R 
and K(R/Q,) = a for all i. Let Qfl ,..., pi, be a representative set of (pi: 
1 < i < I>. If n {pi,: 1 < s < k} IS a redundant intersection then, for some 
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s, f, pi, $ pi, which in view of 1.4 yields K(R/pis) z ~(R/p,t). Contradiction. 
Setting 5 = 0 (pi,: 1 < s < K}, we see that pi, , 1 < s < k are the associated 
prime ideals of the semiprime ideal B and L? C a C 5. Now, B, is isomorphic 
with a right ideal of R/p, and so with a right ideal of R/s. Since E is the 
R-injective hull of B, , E must be a direct summand of the R-injective hull 
of the right R-module R/s. A straightforward use of 5.2 now suffices to 
finish the proof. 1 
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